PHOTOGRAMMETRY 101
Y O U R CA M E R A IS YOU R
Photogrammetry uses a specific photography technique
create a 3-dimensional
digital model of the subject. The procedure involves taking many
photos of your chosen subject,
every
angle
. Below is a
brief description of the photogrammetry basics

Take images of subject from 3-6
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If you have to sacrifice
(it is most important to kee focus

, it should be your ISO
and depth of field
)

Image format: Ideally shoot in camera RAW files
Camera lens: Use a fixed focal lens, such as a 24mm or 50mm
Camera movement:
If you only have a telephoto lens, tape it off
the focal length
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on a
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STATIONARY CAMERA

BASIC EQUIPMENT NEEDS

360 CAMERA

Ideally
24 megapixels and above
24 mm or 50 mm lens
f you do not have access to a high-end camera, you can use a cell phone camera that is 8 megapixels and above.
Best cell phone cameras iPhone 6 , Samsung 7 & 8
object, do not move it, and shoot it as part of the photogrammetry
Color heckers lace
in the scene close to
solve. Get closeups and many overlapping angles since matching color is an important part of the solve.
Scale ars (
scale
)
Place it in the scene close to object, do not move it, and shoot it as part of the photogrammetry solve. Get closeups and
many overlapping angles since matching scale is an important part of the solve. Do not place scale bars
the object,
just next to it.

SHOOTING TIPS

